Project Sessions

Project Sessions by PIPMG
Short and engaging Project & Portfolio Management interactive sessions with
keynote speakers & expert breakout groups. Participate to engage with
practitioners to advance your knowledge, expertise and network.
Project Sessions by PIPMG FREE virtual series will be held on the following
dates:
• "Project Management experiences in the pandemic" – 22nd July @11am GMT
• "PM practice in the new normal" with keynote speaker, John Swales,
AstraZeneca – 3rd September @11am GMT
• "The Clinical PM of the future" with keynote speaker, Shola Ayeni, Applied
Molecular Transport - 1st October @11am GMT

Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

11:00, Welcome and Introduction
11:10, Keynote Speaker: John Swales, AstraZeneca
11:40 Q&As
11:50, Breakout sessions
12:15, Breakout feedback summaries
12:30, Close

BREAKOUT SESSION QUESTION:
What have you learned, either from the
presentation today or from your recent
experiences, are the key ways in which project
management in our sector may need to change in
the 2020’s?

Breakout Room 1
•

•
•

•

Collaborations & Consortiums
– More companies seem to working on collaborations and in consortiums
– This brings new challenges to project managers
CMC
– Companies not working on Covid are having difficulties with contract manufacturing resulting
in delays and other challenges for projects
Change
– Technology has made virtual working easier than expected (e.g. MS Teams)
– There is a faster pace of work than before and an expectation of instant responses and 24
hour availability. (Disadvantage of MS Teams?)
– Virtual working is causing diaries to fill up with more meetings partly due to the lack of no ad
hoc corridor conversations.
– Meetings are often back to back as no time allowed to travel to different locations and it is
difficult to take breaks (suggest setting 45 or 50 min meetings, booking quiet days)
Prioritisation
– The amount of work and urgency of some projects means prioritization is more important and
PMs need to be able to focus.
– Delegation is needed to survive but can offer opportunities for others. Virtual hand over /
training has it’s own challenges

Breakout Room 2
•
•

•

•
•

“Teams” is very well used and flexible. Although Teams can’t make telephone calls so we
are waiting for that. Also Microsoft are developing text from speech in Teams.
Virtual meetings are difficult because you can’t see facial expressions. People need to try
and get their feeling across e.g. hands, head movement and have video on. Difficult to form
relationships so extra effort is required. Back to back virtual meetings means difficult for
bio-breaks and is exhausting.
Agile methods are great but can be difficult to apply these when co-located. In fast moving
projects morning and evening scrums where people are co-located in the building was fine
where only the PM was virtual. Scrums were really helpful when everything is quickly
moving.
Write the meeting Minutes during the meeting to help with timely minutes and time
management.
Motivation; Free restaurant and coffee really helps with motivation. Giving bonuses for
people that had to go on site have been appreciated by staff. Recognise people are
apprehensive about C-19.

Breakout Room 2 cont…
Virtual work means no corridor conversations – snippets of info that can’t get in a meeting.
Some solutions;
– Make time for daily calls for “coffee making” chat.
– Company quizzes at lunchtime once a week to bring everyone together.
– Dept chats once a week. Team chats.
• Comms via Skype, Teams, Zoom at first was overkill. So learned how each was adding
value. Good to have quiet days.
• How to recognise success? This is more difficult than usual. Make sure you consider this
and also enable mixing with people on site and virtual so no one gets left out.
• Positives of the pandemic include;
– more ability to have a “single sources of truth” due to a Virtual repository of documents
– change has happened instantly and people have adapted to software e.g. Teams.
Enabled change management easier.
• Project, task, work, prioritisation is important in times of change. Give guidance to team
members. Get input from project sponsors on prioritisation.

Breakout Room 3
•

•

•
•

•

•

If working in a fast-paced virtual project it could be really useful to have a bought-in, common set of
objectives with clarity on constraints, assumptions and scope so everyone can move in the same
direction and periodically address to see if anything has changed
It is very easy to pace-set - to think about the 20% not yet achieved and forget about the 80% which has
been achieved. Don’t forget to take time to recognize progression vs your objectives – and celebrate
achievements – in a fast-paced situation this can really help keep the team motivated and working as a
team
Think about what agility means in the situation you are in – for fast-paced, high priority projects, the use
of regular short PDR meetings (plan, do, review) could be useful to be able to adapt to emerging data.
If working virtually be considerate of the IT and communication platforms being used – MSTeams is
becoming more stable and more prevalent across all industries but agree upfront which ones are going to
be used for your team and how you will communicate – if you are truly virtual also turning on your
camera can help build and maintain that ‘f2f relationship’
If you are trying to take a complicated, dynamic story and make it simple to share with stakeholders/team
members then visualisation could be key – the use of dashboards, RAG (red/amber/green) snapshots
are a way to potentially reduce lots of information into a more user-friendly format
As we are working more virtually/remotely we need to be aware of our work/life balance and of those
around us. 30min commute has turned into a 10s commute walking from one room into another.
Switching off/de-stressing/’leaving work’ has become fuzzy and we need to be self aware as to our wellbeing sustainability when working from a home-office.

Breakout Room 4
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Communication
In the future we will need better communication skills via tech. For 6 months it has worked
through technology but there is little benefit anymore from body language and face to face
meetings.
Much better appreciation of people's personal factors. With this distance we lose the
interaction a coffee breaks, this is usually an opportunity to vent problems etc.
Must find a way to adapt to the virtual way of working without losing the human factor
Need to be more actively surveying surroundings
Adaptation
We need to reframe regulatory requirements; how to support people adjusting in this
environment and factor into risk management
Re learn working in the office/ blended approach after for working at home for >6 months
How do people develop and sustain resilience in demanding, fast paced environment?
How are companies combining agile and waterfall approaches in life science projects?

Breakout Room 5
•

•

•
•
•
•

Communication is key. How will people ensure that a message is clear? Is it more difficult
to ensure a message is conveyed correctly in a video meeting rather than face-toface? Useful to follow-up with additional calls to smaller groups or individuals to check they
have the same understanding. Particularly as email traffic has increased,
messages/actions can sometimes be missed or lost.
Kick-off meeting for a project ‘virtually’ is a challenge without further follow-up with
individuals who you may not even have met previously. That said, even virtual investigator
meetings have been successful. So, face-to-face meetings are likely to be less frequent &
may depend upon personal/company preference.
DocuSign Software introduced to help with circulation and signing of documents. More
people using MS Project & SharePoint.
Tools have been available, but perhaps more people are accessing them more routinely.
Commitment to project & joined up vision. In John’s presentation it was clear what the goal
was. Having a good team culture maintains the long-term commitment. In the longer term it
might become more difficult to sustain the effort on a 'volunteer basis’.
Likely long-term continuation of video meetings & reduced travel - will need a compelling
reason for people to travel, even when restrictions are slackened.

Thank you
If you have any questions, please contact

Info@pipmg.org

LinkedIn – PIPMG group
Twitter - @PIPMG

